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The structural, electronic, magnetic, optical, and thermoelectric properties of EuGa2 X2 (X ¼ P, As,
and Sb) are investigated using first principles calculations (taking into account the onsite Coulomb
interaction) and the semi-classical Boltzmann theory. The divalent nature of Eu fulfils the Zintl
principle as is confirmed by the calculated total magnetic moments of 7 lB . A metallic behavior
is obtained for all compounds. The optical spectra originate mainly from the transitions between
occupied Eu 4f states and unoccupied Eu 5d states. It is demonstrated that the two-dimensional
½GaðP=AsÞ2 network in EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 is favorable for thermoelectric applications as
C 2012 American Institute of
compared to the three-dimensional ½GaSb2 network in EuGa2 Sb2 . V
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4767363]

I. INTRODUCTION

Zintl phases have received great interest because of their
fascinating structural variety and applications. Their physical
properties include complex magnetic ordering and superconductivity.1,2 Recently, Zintl phases have also been recognized
as a new material class for thermoelectric applications.3 Rare
earth analogues of alkali or alkaline earth Zintl phases achieve
the same complexity and variety as their main group counterparts but also show colossal magnetoresistance (CMR).2 This
behavior of rare earth Zintl compounds originates from interactions between the localized magnetic moments on the rare
earth cations and the delocalized conduction electrons of the
Zintl polyanions.
Among the rare earth Zintl phases, the Eu-containing
compounds have been studied intensively.4–8 EuIn2 P2 shows
a metallic behavior at room temperature.5 Below about 60 K,
it turns into a semiconductor with a very narrow energy gap,
which collapses in a magnetic field of a few tesla. A strong
coupling of the localized spins and the free carriers is also
suggested by magneto-optical measurements.9 The latter
reveal several infrared peaks in the optical conductivity
(OC) and a gain of Drude weight for growing magnetic field,
which is a common feature of CMR materials. First principle
calculations of the optical and magneto-optical properties of
EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 have been reported recently.10 The
oscillator strength of the f ! d transitions is found to be
large at low energy, which is surprising as the probability of
such transitions is very small owing to the localized character of the f and d wave functions. The Zintl compound
Eu3 Ga2 P4 is found to be a semiconductor with a band gap of
0.55 eV.11 The related compound Eu3 In2 P4 is reported to be
a semiconductor with an energy gap of 0.42 to 0.45 eV.5,6
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The replacement of magnetically inert cations with high
moment metal cations in rare earth Zintl compounds can lead
to interesting magneto-electronic properties. The magnetic
properties and negative MR of EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 have
been reported by Goforth et al.12 The larger Weiss constant
and higher ordering temperatures of the phosphide indicate a
higher exchange energy. Recently, Schellenberg et al.13 have
studied the structure and magnetic properties of orthorhombic
EuGa2 Sb2 and found a three dimensional (3D) network
between the Ga and Sb atoms which leaves large cages for
the Eu atoms. This may be due to the fact that a reduced size
of the pnictide converts the two-dimensional (2D) networks
of ½GaðP=AsÞ2 and ½InðP=AsÞ2 into 3D networks, as in
BaGa2 Sb2 .14 The interaction of the Eu atoms with the 2D
½GaðP=AsÞ2 and 3D ½GaSb2 networks can play an important
role for their physical properties.
Among the compounds with a rare earth as the only
magnetic element, such a large MR has only been observed
for EuB6 15,16 and EuO.17–19 This stresses the importance of
the investigation of rare earth Zintl phases, which bring new
strategies and structural features towards useful functional
materials. The structural complexity of Zintl phases makes
them candidates for unusual electrical, thermal, structural,
electronic, and optical properties. In this work, we investigate the Zintl compounds EuGa2 X2 (X ¼ P, As, and Sb) to establish the important role of the dimensionality of the ½GaX2
network for the physical properties of this class of materials.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The electronic structure and optical properties of
EuGa2 X2 (X ¼ P, As, and Sb) are calculated by the WIEN2k
code.20 The generalized gradient approximation plus onsite
Coulomb interaction method is used to account for the correlations of the 4f electrons in rare earth compounds, applying
the rotationally invariant double counting scheme of Anisimov et al.21 A value of U ¼ 7 eV is employed as it has given
a correct energy positions of the Eu 4f bands in previous
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calculations.22 The exchange parameter J is set to a usual
value of 1 eV for rare earth compounds. The spin orbit interaction is incorporated via the second variational method23
and the spin quantization axis is set along the (001) direction.
The transport properties are calculated using the semiclassical Boltzmann theory24–26 in the constant scattering approximation, as implemented in the BoltzTraP code.27
The calculations are performed for a mesh of
280 k-points uniformly distributed in the irreducible part of
the Brillouin zone. An even finer k-mesh does not lead to
any noticeable change in the eigenvalues. Self-consistency is
assumed to be reached when the difference between the total
energies in two successive iterations is less than 0.01 meV
per atom. A dense mesh of 432 k-points is used to determine
the dipole matrix elements, i.e., the optical spectra. A Lorentzian broadening of 0.1 eV is applied to simulate the
effects of finite lifetime. The imaginary part of the dielectric
function e2 is computed within the random phase approximation, neglecting local field and finite lifetime effects. The
real part of the dielectric function e1 can be calculated from
e2 using the Kramers Kronig relation. For the transport calculations, we use a mesh of 2160 k-points. As analysis tools,
the band structure (BS) and density of states (DOS) will
allow us to explain the optical spectra in terms of electronic
interband transitions.
III. CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY

The crystal structures of EuGa2 P2 12 and EuGa2 Sb2 13 are
presented in Fig. 1 as views along the short unit cell axis.
EuGa2 Sb2 has an orthorhombic structure, while EuGa2 P2
and EuGa2 As2 crystallize in monoclinic structures. It is
noted that the closely related Zintl compound EuIn2 P2 has a

FIG. 1. Views of the EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 Sb2 structures approximately
along the short unit cell axis. Eu, Ga, and P (Sb) atoms are drawn as grey,
black, and open circles, respectively.
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hexagonal structure with space group P63 =mmc.7 The dumbbells have a single bond character with Ga-Ga distances of
241 to 249 pm in EuGa2 P2 and 252 pm in EuGa2 Sb2 . In
agreement with the divalent Eu in both pnictides, one can
describe these compounds as electron precise Zintl phases
Eu2þ ðGa2þ Þ2 ðP3 Þ2 and Eu2þ ðGa2þ Þ2 ðSb3 Þ2 . The phosphide and antimonide characters are in line with the isolated
P and Sb atoms, i.e., there is no P-P and Sb-Sb bonding.
Both structures are build up from ½Ga2 ðP=AsÞ2 2 and
½Ga2 Sb2 2 polyanionic networks. Nevertheless, they distinctly differ in the dimensionality of the polyanion, 2D in
EuGa2 P2 (and isotypic EuGa2 As2 12) and 3D in EuGa2 Sb2 .
Small mixed occupancies observed in the structure refinements of EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 are not considered for the
present structural description.
The three crystallographically independent Eu atoms in
EuGa2 P2 as the most electropositive component have
slightly distorted P coordination (294 to 312 pm Eu-P bond
length). Alternatively, one can describe the EuGa2 P2 structure as a stacking of anionic layers of edge-sharing EuP6=3
octahedra that alternate with cationic layers of Ga2 dumbbells. This structural principle observed for the phosphide
and the arsenide is not observed for the antimonide. The
arrangement of the 3D network leads to a different coordination for the Eu atoms. We also observe EuSb6=3 octahedra.
However, they are strongly distorted and the Eu-Sb distances
range from 340 to 348 pm. Aside, the Eu atoms have secondary Eu-Ga contacts.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After a full optimization of the experimental structure,
we find small changes in the interatomic distances. We
observe a Ga-Ga distances of 259.2 pm, which is slightly
longer than in the experiment (252.1 pm) and in the Ga2
dumb-bell of elemental Ga (244 pm). The various Ga-Sb,
Eu-Sb, and Eu-Ga distances are found to be slightly changed
as compared to the experiment. The Ga-Sb distances are
close to the sum of the covalent radii of 266 pm, which
reflects a single bond character. For the other two pnictides,
we find slightly larger distances as compared to the experiment. The Eu-Eu distances in the xz-plane are a bit larger
than those along the y-axis.
In order to find the magnetic ground state, we compare
the total energies obtained from first principles calculations
for ferromagnetic (FM) coupling and antiferromagnetic
(AFM) coupling within the xy-plane. The calculations are carried out at the experimental lattice constants of EuGa2 X2 .12,13
The calculated energy differences between FM and AFM coupling in EuGa2 P2 ; EuGa2 As2 , and EuGa2 Sb2 are 8.6 meV,
4 meV, and 4.8 meV, respectively. Therefore, EuGa2 P2 and
EuGa2 As2 order ferromagnetically, while EuGa2 Sb2 orders
antiferromagnetically, in agreement with the experimental
situation.12,13 The calculated BSs of EuGa2 X2 for the majority
and minority spin states are similar to each other except
for the spin minority Eu 4f states, which lie 9 eV above the
Fermi energy (EF ). The calculated total magnetic moments of
EuGa2 P2 ; EuGa2 As2 , and EuGa2 Sb2 are 6:97 lB ; 6:97 lB ,
and 6:99 lB per Eu atom, respectively, close to the expected
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FIG. 2. Total density of states of EuGa2 X2 (X ¼ P, As, and Sb).

moment for a Euþ2 ion (7 lB ). In that sense, the divalent nature of the Eu atoms can be readily rationalized according to
the Zintl concept. By a distinct finite crossing of bands
through EF , the BSs characterize all three compounds under
study as metals.
Corresponding total DOSs are presented in Fig. 2, reflecting the similarities already described for the BSs. While metallicity is clearly reflected by the finite DOS of EuGa2 Sb2 at
EF , the situation is less clear for the other two compounds, but
the BSs leave no doubt about their metallicity. Spin orbit
interaction splits the 4f bands into f5=2 and f7=2 subbands. The
spin orbit splitting is larger than the bandwidth of the subbands, which highlights the importance of spin orbit coupling
in rare earth Zintl compounds. The DOS can be divided into
four energy regions: Region I from 12 to 9 eV consists of
the s states of Eu, Ga, and P/As/Sb with very small admixture
of Eu and Ga p states. Region II from 8 to 4 eV orginates
mainly from P/As/Sb p states with admixtures of Ga s, p and
Eu s, p states. Region III from 4 eV to EF shows several
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sharp peaks centered at 2 eV due to the Eu 4f states. Finally,
region IV above EF is dominated by hybridized Eu 5d and
P/As/Sb p, and Ga s, p states. We note that the gross shape of
the DOS shows little influence of the onsite Coulomb interaction, except for the location of the Eu 4f states.
The complex dielectric function ðx; kÞ, which describes
the response of a crystal to an electromagnetic field, is calculated to further investigate the influence of the different networks. The real and imaginary components (which depend
sensitively on the electronic structure of the compound) are
plotted in Fig. 3 in the energy range from 0 to 8 eV, where
the Drude peak is omitted for clarity. Reflecting the DOS,
the dielectric functions of EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 are similar to each other. The zero frequency limit e1 ðx ! 0Þ of
EuGa2 P2 ; EuGa2 As2 , and EuGa2 Sb2 is found to be 16, 18,
and 32, respectively. The value of e1 ðxÞ is maximal at
1.7 eV, followed by a sharp decrease with energy and a deep
minimum around 5 eV for EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 and
around 3.5 eV for EuGa2 Sb2 . A peak at 2.4 eV and a sharp
decrease thereafter are observed in e2 ðxÞ for EuGa2 Sb2 . A
similar trend is also found for the other pnictides, except that
the peak is located at a significantly higher energy of about
3.5 eV. The main features of the optical spectra appear up to
5 eV. They are attributed to transitions mainly from occupied
Eu 4f states to unoccupied Eu 5d states, see the DOS in
Fig. 2. The anisotropy of the dielectric functions of EuGa2 P2
and EuGa2 As2 implies a biaxial birefringence.
The applicability of Zintl compounds as thermoelectric
materials is well reported in the literature. The calculated
Seebeck coefficient, electronic contribution to the thermal
conductivity, and electrical conductivity of the compounds
under investigation are plotted in Fig. 4 separately for the
x, y, and z-components. For EuGa2 Sb2 , these components
correspond to the a, b, and c-axis as defined in Fig. 1, respectively. On the contrary, for EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 only the
x and y-components correspond exactly to the a and b-axis,

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric function of EuGa2 X2 (X ¼ P, As,
and Sb).
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FIG. 4. Seebeck coefficient, electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity, and electrical conductivity of EuGa2 X2 (X ¼ P, As, and Sb).

respectively. However, because the monoclinic angles (95:5
and 95:3 ) deviate not too much from 90 an approximate
correspondence of the z-component to the c-axis is maintained. The Seebeck coefficient is found to be negative for
EuGa2 Sb2 and positive for EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 , over the
whole temperature range. This indicates that the majority carriers are electrons (n-type) in EuGa2 Sb2 and holes (p-type) in
EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 . The thermopower increases with
temperature with averaged values of 107 lV=K; 101 lV=K,
and 38 lV=K at 300 K for EuGa2 P2 ; EuGa2 As2 , and
EuGa2 Sb2 , respectively. The thermal conductivity increases
for all three compounds with the temperature. In the case of
EuGa2 Sb2 , it is larger by at least a factor of three and
increases sharply with the temperature. The high Seebeck
coefficient and low thermal and electrical conductivities of
EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2 are due to the 2D ½GaðP=AsÞ2 network. The 2D character of the electronic structures of the
phosphide and arsenide is clearly reflected by the virtually
vanishing z-components of the conductivites, as compared to
the rather isotropic transport properties of the antimonide.
To conclude, a systematic study of the Zintl phases
EuGa2 X2 (X ¼ P, As, and Sb) is reported. Our first principles
calculations reveal a metallic behavior for all compounds. We

show that FM coupling is energetically favorable for EuGa2 P2
and EuGa2 As2 , while EuGa2 Sb2 favors AFM coupling. A distinctly different behavior between these two groups is also
demonstrated for other electronic properties. The value of
e1 ðx ! 0Þ is about doubled in EuGa2 Sb2 as compared to
the other two pnictides. Our calculations of the optical spectra
show a significant anisotropy for both EuGa2 P2 and
EuGa2 As2 , which therefore exhibit birefringence. The transport coefficients are calculated within Boltzmann theory.
Larger Seebeck coefficients as well as lower thermal and electrical conductivities are found for EuGa2 P2 and EuGa2 As2
than for EuGa2 Sb2 . We conclude that the 2D network of the
former compounds is favourable for thermoelectric applications as compared to the 3D network of the latter. Optical and
transport measurements are highly desirable to verify the theoretical findings. Our results demonstrate that the dimensionality of the ½GaX2 network establishes a major constituent for
the electronic properties of rare earth Zintl phases.
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